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Sir Taj Turban
 
Once upon a time the head crown was decorated,
The turban never came off
What a disaster
Never bowed your head and crown,
As long as the head was crowned
got all the respect
was unimaginable
The head crown never came down
When you went to Kanyadaan
I asked for that wish, but it was not fulfilled.
Neelam became on this wish,
Touch the head and say head crown,
Taj will not be visible again
Even today there is a big storm in the heart
what C?
Don't know when whose land will land
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Glimpse Of Life
 
Show me your glimpse, this life
Saw her humming along the way
look here and there a lot
But she is not standing with me,
play hide and seek,
standing smiling wide eyed
Show me your glimpse of this life.
 
Don't know when and where I am angry with you,
this life
Otherwise he should explain to me,
I would also explain to him
All the moments passed
Why don't you even remember when to show
This life showed its glimpse.
 
I asked why did you give big pain
I saw my glimpse of life.
Said life, crazy. i am life
sometimes laughed, sometimes sad
but taught you how to live
This life showed its glimpse
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Wait For Other
 
somewhere love and somewhere conflict
some pride and some humility
somewhere rich and somewhere poor
Got praise somewhere
So somewhere I got cursed,
Somewhere people see me happy,
Somewhere suffering from sorrow lay helpless,
did not tolerate anyone,
Somewhere I got a prayer from a true heart,
So came to mind to do some work
Build relationships with your loved ones,
Somewhere strangers became our own,
stood in the mud when
Seeing very happy faces,
dagger in hand,
Why is there a dagger in the hand as well as in the mind?
suffered the dagger of evil on the back
What to do
got effect from price
Keeping purity in mind,
Then you will get pure cool water,
All work will be proved,
Somewhere such a scene will be found.
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When Life Passed
 
Thought I would fix it
Big dreams came in my mind,
Don't know where, when and how to get lost
This life while grooming you,
past days, months, years
decades passed,
don't know how many more will pass
I had it
wanted to get all the way
Why doesn't it take so long
We were made your pawns, life
If you were able to handle it, you kept on handling it.
I kept my hopes up,
Tell me what is on the way from this stampede,
When did life pass
Hungry to have it all
I didn't remember life then,
She remained hungry only.
where did life go
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Life Is Like Feeling Of Heart
 
sometimes pair sometimes break
heart's feeling e life
Says sometimes listens sometimes
old past stories this life
Confuses sometimes solves,
It is like a story read in the pages of books,
this life
Sometimes we meet, sometimes we part,
Don't know stranger is like unknowing love,
this life
sometimes stops sometimes
This life is like a sister's relationship
Sometimes she wins, sometimes she loses.
This life is like a real friend
Scolding sometimes sharing pain
wandering ever smelling
This life is like a flower
touring
blooming sometimes withering
This life is like Suman.
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I Am Rain From The Sky
 
If I am dripping from Asma,
i am the rain
don't ask
I am the rain
drop by drop on the stone,
there is a sound of tap tap
There are blisters on the feet while falling,
too many names to say
came from the clouds
i am the rain
felt fine today
it rains again
Found in the rivers, yesterday's voice is heard
I am from flowing springs,
Got buried in the ground, lost my existence
Yes, it is rain again.
Barren land is no more
There are crops in full swing,
Seeing the peacock dancing, the frogs keep on croaking
half submerged fields
made of clouds from the sky
I am the rain
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Nature In Danger
 
save the day
Will save money, honor and respect
Ever wondered why Asma was not saved?
After all, why - why not save?
The mountain remains standing like an elder,
Saved from disaster
Gives irrigation, gives pure water
rivers flowing from yesterday
Falling here and there making noise
To fall there, to fall from the edge of the mountain,
There is a lot of injury, but the lifeless does not speak.
 
giving shade to the tired
Sits down, gives something to eat,
Today he is also crying, but human
dying for you
does not speak lifeless
Earth gave you shelter
This is how you have built your house,
When he has grown up, his house has been thrown away.
 
never thought it would fade away
Those who stay with us, don't they?
Where ever eternal is clearly visible,
Today the colors of gas are filled with pollution,
Ozone also cries, how did I understand.
 
See the pain of the rivers,
Hear the trees hurt,
standing mountain shrinking
dirty anant asma,
dumb unable to speak
came tears in infinite eyes
Whom you can't wipe even if you want to,
Will go on calling, will never come back,
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Responsible Sister
 
There was a gap, when will it be fulfilled
Afraid to tell the things
Don't be afraid to tell your sister,
laughing, talking, sitting together
better understand like this
take care of the little things
To be everyone more than me,
succumbing to circumstances,
no one else can do it except you
Understanding people's words without speaking,
And be bound by these responsibilities from childhood
How could I do it, no one else except you,
People say that you are from a stranger's house, how can you tolerate
Some relationships are not dependent,
are together, will be together
Standing will always be with each other.
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Come To Town
 
I miss her when I am alone
I remember her in the lost streets
I remember the path shown,
miss her when it's dark
She was near burning like a light,
If I can't sleep, I miss you
Miss the old lullaby heard,
Now I have to live by myself, why do I miss you,
It seems that I miss the forgotten upbringing,
then what does mother mean
becomes ours even more than us,
sleep hungry at night,
Hungry doesn't let me sleep, I miss that thing
Take care, good, bad that mother just misses you
Came to the city then came to know,
What is your need?
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Suffer From Life
 
Many days, months, years passed
I am the night that does not pass
The party felt lonely
Let me feel my presence in him,
I am with him
the past, the association of chatty others
But what hit the heart,
That thing is me
Lots of happy moments spent,
won't be able to forget
i remember that
bhogi tell others
i'm a guess
Look in Assamese full of desires
it extends infinitely,
I'm out
must try to be happy
But you will not be able to erase past sorrows
I am the heavy breath of those past moments.
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Disaster Struck
 
Amazing love, amazing body,
Whomever was brought on the path of reformation,
Saw a big tree growing from the sky,
Seeing salmon, the cost was wrongly seen,
Drops of rain falling on the ground,
Look here and there like this
Falling on the ground, the pearl shines,
No diamond shines,
That life was like the past rain,
Had it remained, it would have become a hindrance...
If there was no problem, then there would be no problem.
The garden is the garden with the arrival of the drop,
Hold on to yourself, if there was no drop
We settle in the people,
The drop says to the earth, as a guest,
take a few days,
I will leave after showering, I will fill you with happiness after knowing,
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Live The Urge Of Life
 
Heard people are happy with shreds,
I don't want the sea
urge to live,
Don't beg to live
Getting is everything
then why not work hard
They often go to the head,
don't wait for those to bite
Says that my head will not be found.....
Fear will not be found in Ankhian
What is there to find out where all
But will not get a home to live again,
The brightness of my path has come,
If you want to go, go
The ocean is in the hands of karmajafa,
The essence that came out after churning is the world.
Not just like this, the flames of sorrow
I have a strong mind, I wanted to pass away,
If so, for whom
Gone way, the sky will not get home again,
There is a desire to live life, don't do Kanakat.
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Afraid To Store Old Things
 
The book of the world is not read, it is the world that teaches,
It seems that a great master would have told the meaning,
Once upon a time grew up in the lap, was standing in the courtyard
As long as it was in the pot, there was daily worship
Today it came out of the pot, saying that I have done my work,
If there was no irrigated gardener, how would the tree have been,
Seeing this, the old tree thought,
Even water seems to be a burden when the rain is unfathomable,
Build all the praises, the old man builds his friend,
The felled tree left the gathering on the pretext of sleep.
The growing tree didn't hurt, it didn't seem that,
Habit is like a big salary,
Damn the tree was cut thinking
Being me in the courtyard, he gives shade to the neighbor.
How did you think as soon as you grew up wise,
If I am old then I will not be
It will not pass on me who passes on that old man of mine.
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End Of Infinity Corruption??
 
Everyone standing in the queue, see the queue is long,
The minister eats food, the farmer craves,
Wherever everyone goes, everyone asks for the same thing, without giving why
When everyone shows begging
Work could not be done without asking.
Want to get the work done quickly
give it,
can't get out till sigh
Yes Dani, then think again,
Otherwise such a thing would have happened.
 
I have seen one thing with my eyes, everyone is standing in line,
Something special arrived in this much,
Thousands standing looking like this, never seen such a big queue,
Came to reach and gave some lost value,
There is a queue, watching brother, he has reached ahead.
Seeing the back and looking forward, it was all the wonder of charity,
He used to walk so much, once the sandal slipped,
Even if you slip again and again, don't get wet from the rain,
It was unbearable that human beings could not give,
I mean it's a lot of money, I have sold my honour,
What do people say, what should we do, there is corruption on this side,
If there is money then there is people, if there is people then there is business.
Yes, we eat of the public, where will you go after eating so much?
Leave this philosophy, do some work.
The world will laugh, people will laugh, our name is corrupt.
There are holes in the plate in which we eat,
Loot, loot plate clean, nothing left
Time is changing, be careful
Don't know when whose turn
Sometimes the boat on the car, sometimes the car on the boat,
Don't live eternal life by giving happy moments.
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Smiley, Stubborn Faces Of Childhood
 
that smile on her face,
Waiting for summer vacation
The style of drinking the pan of grandmother's hand,
We had felt the heat stroke,
That stolen mango, then the fear of being caught,
Hiding in grandmother's lap to save from mother's beating
pleading with sister to save her,
Jumping like monkeys themselves,
Keep on being afraid of father,
That childhood memory, teasing the lamp is grandmother's belief in me,
Then di got angry with grandmother,
Grandmother says like this that she picked up eternal from these streets,
Then what? Crying and falling asleep
Lose yourself talking to yourself
Then the eyes become moist while celebrating,
Stubborn stubbornness to say this,
not to cry,
That mother's feeding with her own hands,
Sometimes being stubborn with loved ones,
Then wait for the stubbornness to be fulfilled,
When did we start growing apart from our own people?
 
crying over the breaking of the toy that came before,
Now smiling at the broken relationship.
First know the anger of people but keep sitting sad
Now know the troubles of life but keep moving forward,
First to suffer, to run away,
Now keep fighting those troubles,
I wanted to grow up
Now there is no acid on those desires,
Thinking seems to have remained incomplete,
Childhood gone, all the things gone,
learned to drive on these
You have made a stubborn mountain.
 
Will you still remember childhood?
 
Anant Yadav (anyanant)
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Why Remember That Day
 
I wanted to forget the day
why remember that day
nothing special, nothing special,
Still don't know why I remember that day.
 
wanted to remember the day
I don't remember the day, nor do I remember those moments,
Neither the memory of that face nor the happiness on that face,
I don't remember even that which I remembered.
 
just remember those moments
without seeing, without seeing, without hearing
Remember those imaginary faces, remember those parts which you didn't even
want to remember.
 
Say those bunch of words with great pride,
Will forget, then won't even remember,
But don't know why I remember that kiss,
Why do you remember that day?
 
nothing special no celebration
Why remember that day just like a shadow of mourning,
Forget even by mistake, but it is not like that, still why remember that day.
 
surprise is boundless happiness
I don't remember that in my life,
Why do you still remember that path full of pain,
This life is surprising to you
But don't worry.
 
Don't remember the moment we met with happiness,
Don't remember those days when we were together
Why remember the sorrow of not living again, why remember loneliness.
 
My mind was stubborn, I do not remember those moments when I lived
stubbornly
I don't know why I still remember those days of stubbornness
True, this life is infinite, I can understand why I do not remember such a
moment.



 
Why does Anant remember that day
Why remember those days?
I can say that there is no such power
Why do you remember that day even if you don't want to?
 
wanted to forget those sobs
Those sigh filled nights, but don't know why I still remember that day.
            By: - Anant Yadav
                      (anyanant)
 
Anant Yadav (anyanant)



Soul Divine Union
 
This is how the soul went to meet the divine,
If the soul is reunited with the divine,
Why do you cry man
he was happy to meet you
neither complain nor complain
Love was given to meet you,
Why end his meeting?
 
How selfish are you...
I remembered when I came to you
forgot the other
There is happiness in meeting oneself and sorrow in others.
You will also understand when
This fascination on your face will be removed
pretense of belonging in the heart
At least now be happy that there is no meeting like you.
 
Yes, you must also be crying when you do not get yours..
..Separated from the divine soul
The public is everything because of your crying for four days
Gone will come back.
 
let's meet today
Dance, Majeera Dholak
bid her goodbye
Gone because of your crying, will not come back
let go
Do not stop
         By: ANANT YADAV
               (anyanant)
 
Anant Yadav (anyanant)



No One Else To Write In Memory
 
Living in memories, learning remains,
History is yet to be written with the ink of blood.
 
Although the duty is small,
There is nothing more than what you will do.
The one who thinks will be your path,
Yes, there will be a fear of bending down,
Stay within limits and light up,
There will be such an initiative, or there will be no one bigger than this.
 
Everyone is ridiculed, so will you too
why are you not god
stop thinking
suppress passion
There is nothing more important than this passion of yours.
 
Came to be a contender, not a candidate
I had to go after getting something, not after losing it.
Your actions will be the keeper of the dream,
Why? What? thinks,
no one else
Pebbles will not be able to break the path,
The wound broken by your love has not yet healed
Infinite your stubbornness will dominate you,
There is no one else in front of this stubbornness,
Don't think was defamed by stubbornness,
Now there is no one else.
            BY: - Anant Yadav
 
Anant Yadav (anyanant)



How Much Dowry Can You Give
 
From ten twenty, sixty seventy,
                     boys selling in lakhs
hey he is so hungry naked
                    who is selling even his son
Said taught, graduation took so much money
                    Now even that didn't come out
so from where will you get so much
                   Says he is capable, will take care of himself and his
                  It turns out that the boys selling
Perhaps even daughter's are buying servants
                  That's why roaming around
looking for such sons
                  they need servants like this
who can keep the daughter happy
                  keep earning account
can fulfill every request
                 give them any amount of money
but they are hungry
                  Do not listen to the talk of wealth, are always sullen
                  In this market of wealth,
boys being auctioned
                   how to buy daughter
The elders are speaking expressions.
 
Anant Yadav (anyanant)



Why Not Write On Myself First
 
When I sat down to write like this, I used to think what should I write?
Should I write on Haseena's claims or should I write on the country,
 
Or should I write the picture seen on a hungry person
Or should I write on dying soldiers and farmers,
or write on the lover in love
Farewell from home, I should write on the dowry dead daughter,
I should write on the unworthy careless child
Or write on the rapist executioner.
 
I think I should write on a bribe taker,
Then why not write on the tyrannical government,
Whom to blame
To this hypocritical lover couple,
Or the pride of the leader.
 
Then when it is like this,
I am also a part of this game
So I think why not write 'Anant' on myself first.
              BY: ANANT YADAV
                          (anyanant
 
Anant Yadav (anyanant)



Forget To Go Together
 
Those memories, those things happened on the way of life,
Looks like you forgot to bring
Something important got in the way,
Who forgot to tell
seems to be in a hurry
Forgot to go together
life is crying
on this nonsense of ours
they didn't even shed tears
seems to be in a hurry
went out forgot to come out
Those memories, all the things that happened in life
forgot to take
I wish it had come from that sky
You would have got satisfaction after getting down
But they were in a hurry and forgot to go together.
 
Anant Yadav (anyanant)



Bhul Gaye Milkar Zana
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Life Is Eternal
 
You are not less life for me,
I just pray that I get peace for a moment
There is no one else in my heart
This is hard work
Don't know then yearns for someone
Just a wish of life,
get happiness for a moment
life is short,
Fayyaz's sorrow surrounded him too
This life just yearned for a smile,
I have created so many attachments and desires
just waiting for that moment
This life is not less, you are eternal for eternity.
 
Anant Yadav (anyanant)



Anant Hai Zindagi Anant Ke Liye
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         By: ANANT YADAV
               (anyanant)
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            By: -    Anant yadav
                      (anyanant)
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